UNIT 5 Eolian System

VIDEO Sites (Worth 5 points)

7/13
- On the bottom half of the paper, write your paragraph about what you learned from any one of these video sites or compare to a related, personal past experience.
- (Do not write and copy the text, I can also read what is on the web hit).
- The writing must be clear, neat and concise IN BLACK OR BLUE INK OR PENCIL (otherwise no credit).
- I want a minimum of three complete sentences
  - (Remember to also complete your Unit 5 Eolian Web Hit Link paragraph)

Lubbock TX 2009 dust storm – 1:43 minutes

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSiGnKPFSt4

Australian dust storm - 1:38 minutes

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95tmYmeHf84

Giant dust devil - 4:01 minutes - Dust devil forming in front of you in Mexico - 1:47 minutes

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQLCJFbABgg&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsCT8ksZF3Y&feature=related